
SEPTEMBER   5   2020  
 

COMPENDIUM  
 

Now   many   of   you   might   have   heard   that   on   the   5th   of   September   this   year,  
something   is   going   to   happen.   Now   I   say   something   because   no   one  
actually   knows   what   is   going   to   happen.   Some   say   the   world   will   end   while  
others   say   that   “many   bad   things   will   happen”    (though   what   these   bad  
things   are,   they   don't   say) .   Rumours   are   flying   everywhere.   It   is   quite  
obvious   that   there   is   much   confusion   and   to   remove   this   confusion   is   the  
main   aim   of   this   document.  
 
THE   BEGINNING:  
Now,   this   all   began   when    u/September5Survivor    joined   reddit   6   months   ago  
and   started   telling   people   to   prepare   for   September   5   2020,   starting   with  
this.    Now   if   you   would   care   to   go   through   his   post   and   comment   history   like  
I   did,   you   will   find   that   every   single   one   of   the   post/comments   is   about  
September   5.   All   the   posts   and   comments   for   6   months   (and   that   is   a   lot)  
just   going   on   about   September   5.   Slowly   more   and   more   people   started  
noticing   him   and   eventually   a   subreddit   and   discord   was   also   made.    (Note:  
He   is   neither   the   creator   of   the   subreddit   nor   the   creator   of   the   discord  
server)  
 
INTERESTING   INFO   FROM   HIS   POSTS:  
Note:   I   am   not   including   all   the   posts   made   in   r/5September2020   and   r/6threalm   subreddit  
I   will   talk   about   the   ones   which   i   did   not   include   later.  
 
Now   looking   through   his   posts   I   found   some   interesting   things.   This   person  
claims   to   be   trapped   in   a   hallway   in   his   dreams.   In   these   posts   he   has  
shown   a   picture   of   a   hallway   while   asking   “how   does   he   get   out.”  

https://www.reddit.com/user/September5Survivor/
https://www.reddit.com/user/September5Survivor/comments/dp5nri/im_scared_for_5th_september_2020/


The   posts   are:    1    ,    2    .   These   pics   also   come   up   repeatedly   in   other   posts.  
(Since   all   of   u/september5survivors   posts   have   been   deleted,   refer   to   this  
video   which   shows   the   hallway   of   whose   pictures   i   was   talking   about   
https://www.reddit.com/r/Liverpool/comments/gm0eu6/this_is_going_to_be 
_a_long_shot_but_do_any_of_you/fr11gt7?utm_medium=android_app&ut 
m_source=share     This   video   was   posted   by   one   of   us   in   that   sub   because  
it's   been   speculated   that   u/September5Survivor   lives   in   that   area)  
 
 
Also   some   of   his   posts    like    this   one    show   a   picture   which   is   infact   a  
mixture   of   various   other   pics.   Just   like   the   ones   above,   these   pics   are   also  
repeated.    (i   have   found   the   source   for   this   particular   picture..please   refer   to  
this   article    .   Since   that   post   has   been   removed,   you   can   check   out   the  
image    here )  
 
Some   of   his   other   posts   talk   about   his   dreams,   like   this    one    and    this ,   while  
others   have   “ poems ”   like   these   in   which   he   makes   references   to   5  
September.   Another   poem   I   found   was   this    one    and    this  
 
He   has   also   shared   some   videos,   but   most   of   them   are   irrelevant   like   the  
one   where   we   see   a   closeup   shot   of   a   woman   smiling.   But   some   of   these  
videos   are   important   like   this    one    which   is   a   nosleep   story   written   by   him  
but   which   was   deleted   for   being   so   short.    (the   poster   of   this   video   is   not  
u/September5Survivor.)  
 
Also   some   of   his   post   titles   are   in   japanese   and   they   roughly   translate   to  
“   lets   live   in   peace   together-   to   everyone   from   me”  
Then   there   are   posts   like   these   -    (1)    and    (2)     (i   don't   know   what   he’s   hinting  
at   but   they   appear   to   be   clues?   Those   posts   were   deleted,   the   contents   of  
the   posts   were   these   questions-   1)Do   worms   talk   to   trucks?   2)Are   apples  
blue?)  
 
INTERESTING   INFO   FROM   COMMENTS:  

https://www.reddit.com/r/FreeKarma4You/comments/dpt432/upvote_for_5th_september_2020/
https://www.reddit.com/r/DontPeelIt/comments/drqeon/help_im_lost/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Liverpool/comments/gm0eu6/this_is_going_to_be_a_long_shot_but_do_any_of_you/fr11gt7?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share
https://www.reddit.com/r/Liverpool/comments/gm0eu6/this_is_going_to_be_a_long_shot_but_do_any_of_you/fr11gt7?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share
https://www.reddit.com/r/Liverpool/comments/gm0eu6/this_is_going_to_be_a_long_shot_but_do_any_of_you/fr11gt7?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share
https://www.reddit.com/r/DontPeelIt/comments/dpddgw/5th_september_2020/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-6959547/Extremely-frustrating-slightly-disturbing-image-goes-viral.html
https://i.dailymail.co.uk/1s/2019/04/25/14/12708002-6959547-image-m-39_1556198322472.jpg
https://www.reddit.com/r/sexydreams/comments/dwbuot/dream_of_accidental_marrying_trans_woman_on/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Dreams/comments/dsqtn7/twentyfour/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Poems/comments/gicewl/whats_never_beens_never_been_so/
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/epppnq/i_see_the_future/
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/drlces/the_people/
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=Qpf3-2zER4Y
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/gjw88q/do_worms_talk_to_trucks_24/
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/gjw8x2/are_apples_blue_24/


Comments   are   the   same   as   the   post.   Same   things   about   being   safe   on  
September   5.   Although   one   may   find   some   unusual   ones   in   them.  
Some   of   these   “unusual”   comments   contain   what   appear   to   be   phone  
numbers    (we   don't   know   who’s   phone   no.s   those   are   except   one   which   was  
from   Pakistan...we   had   tried   to   call   but   no   answer)  
 
Then   there   are   comments   like   these:  

 
There   are   only   3-4   of   these   comments.They   are   all   the   same   except   one  
that   has   “twenty   four”   written   in   the   beginning.  
 
 
R/5SEPTEMBER2020:  
Now   we   come   to   a   more   interesting   topic,   the   subreddit   itself.   Now   this   sub  
was   created   by   u/mmmmkayyyyy   6   months   ago   when   September   5   wasn't  
well   known.  
Now   we   see   that   u/September5Survivor   had   started   to   post   in   this   sub   from  
6   months   ago.   So   either   someone   got   interested   in   this   stuff   and   made   this  
sub   for   him   or   u/September5Survivor   is   an   alt   and   the   sub   was   created   by  
the   main   account.   But   then   again   if   the   user   had   created  
u/September5Survivor   as   an   alt   for   posting   stuff   about   September   5,   then  
wouldn't   it   be   better   to   create   the   subreddit   from   that   account   only??   Why  
switch   to   your   main   to   create   the   subreddit?   But   still,   the   possibility   that  
u/September5Survivor   is   very   likely.   
(Note:   I   am   not   saying   that   the   possibility   of   the   owner   of  
r/5September2020   being   the   main   of   u/September5Survivor   is   very   high,  
the   possibility   is   there   but   i   would   say   its   kinda   50-50,   to   me   it   looks   like  
u/mmmmkay   made   this   sub   when   he   saw   those   posts   from  
u/September5Survivor   and   then   lost   interest).  
 



Now   the   current   state   of   this   sub   is   far   from   what   its   creator   had   probably  
intended   as   now   videos   have   been   made   on   it   by   a   few   yters   so   lots   of  
trolls   inside..   Thus   i   have   decided   to   post   the   links   of   all   the   important   posts  
here.  
 
(I   urge   you   to   trust   only   those   posts   which   were   made   by  
u/September5Survivor   as   he   is   the   one   who   started   this   September   5   thing.  
I   would   rather   not   trust   anything   on   the   sub   except   posts   from  
u/September5Survivor,   also   confirm   whether   the   poster   is   legit   or   not  
before   trusting   his   post)  
 
1) https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/dtvivm/i_have_bee 
n_contacted_by_a_person_claiming_to_be/   
This   post   contains   all   the   info   that   everyone   who's   just   become   aware   of  
this   thing   must   know.   
→    Since   that   post   has   been   removed,   im   writing   what   was   in   the   post  
from   memory:  

a) User   claimed   that   he   was   contacted   by   a   man   in   blue   flames   who   is  
part   of   the   “organization”   and   is   not   to   be   trusted.  

b) He   says   the   no.   24   is   important.   There   is   some   confusion   on   whether  
this   event   will   occur   in   2020   or   2024,   but   for   now   we   are   assuming   its  
gonna   occur   in   2020  

c) According   to   the   man   in   blue   flames,   this   event   will   occur   in   2024   and  
3   May   2021,   Earth’s   population   will   become   “enlightened”  

d) On    5/9,   11:50   GMT,   everyone’s   luck   will   go   down   and   1%   of   the  
Earth’s   population   will   disappear  

e) Electric   devices   will   shut   down   and   the   6th   dimension   (dream  
dimension)   will   open  
 

2) https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/erylrk/the_world_is 
_not_ending/ (post   removed   by   reddit)  
 

https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/dtvivm/i_have_been_contacted_by_a_person_claiming_to_be/
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/dtvivm/i_have_been_contacted_by_a_person_claiming_to_be/
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/erylrk/the_world_is_not_ending/
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/erylrk/the_world_is_not_ending/


3) https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/fuudij/about_xicad_ 
and_the_said_organization_the_people/   
Now   this   post   is   interesting..i'll   talk   more   about   the   cult   mentioned   here   later   
But   I   don't   believe   this   guy’s   talk   about   symbols.   I   too   knew   about   the  
trolling   by   RSS   here   but   i   think   they   and   september   5   2020   are   unrelated  
(this   is   just   speculation)  
 
RISING   SUN   SOCIETY:  
Hmmm   I'm   not   gonna   write   anything   because   all   the   information   is   in   here:  
https://therisingsunsociety.wordpress.com/    along   with   a   link   to   their   discord.   
Now   you   see   how   they   talk   about   the   6th   realm?   Well   they   claim   the   6th  
realm   related   to   September   5   is   a   different   thing   although   they   seemed   the  
same.   Also   they   say   that   some   of   their   members   were   trolling  
r/5September2020.   You   should   go   check   the   discord   out   too   for   more   info.  
 
HAPPY   VALLEY   DREAM   SURVEY   CONNECTION:  
If   you   don't   know   about   Happy   Valley   Dream   Survey   then   look   at    this   post .  
Although   that   post   is   kinda   weird   and   may   have   some   wrong   info.  
Especially   about   the   Futel   Connection.   So   about   5-6   years   another   dream  
survey   like   this   called   Willamette   Valley   Dream   Survey   around   Portland,  
Oregon.   Now   this   dream   survey   was   connected   to   futel   which   is   a   non   profit  
telephone   company   making   free   pay   phones   around   that   area   as   can   be  
seen   from   these   articles    https://hollyhein.com/walk-up-clinton/      and  
https://pccbridge.com/index.php/2019/05/01/futel-phones-free-calling-for-all 
-is-reshaping-the-vehicle-for-reaching-out/  
 
Since   it   would   tedious   for   you   guys   to   check   the   articles   for   mentions   of   the  
survey    (because   these   articles   are   not   about   them,   they   just   mention   them)  
I   have   included   snaps   of   the   places   where   the   survey   has   been   mentioned  
 

https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/fuudij/about_xicad_and_the_said_organization_the_people/
https://www.reddit.com/r/5September2020/comments/fuudij/about_xicad_and_the_said_organization_the_people/
https://therisingsunsociety.wordpress.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/RBI/comments/gds79y/happy_valley_dream_surveys_a_personorganization/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share
https://hollyhein.com/walk-up-clinton/
https://pccbridge.com/index.php/2019/05/01/futel-phones-free-calling-for-all-is-reshaping-the-vehicle-for-reaching-out/
https://pccbridge.com/index.php/2019/05/01/futel-phones-free-calling-for-all-is-reshaping-the-vehicle-for-reaching-out/


1)   In   the   Hollyhein   article: 

 
2) In   the   PCC   bridge   article:  

 
Now   what   I   didn't   understand   was   why   a   non   profit   from   Portland   would  
start   another   Dream   Survey   using   a   number   registered   in   LA   Nevada   (and  
in   no   way   connected   to   their   pay   phones)   in   Utah   County   to   advertise  
themselves??   
 
Now   when   you   used   to   call   this   survey   and   report   your   dreams,   you   would  
get   a   message   saying   “Thank   you   for   contacting...etc   etc..”   and   sometimes  
you   can   also   get   this   message   “Im   sorry   my   responses   are   limited,   ask   the  
right   question”  
  
A   reddit   user   also   did   the   same   and   tried   to   get   a   response   from   this  
survey...you   can   read   more   about   it   in     this   post    by   me.    (Read   it,   its  
important)  
Also   a   day   after   this   post   youtuber   Nick   Crowley   also   released   a    video    on  
this   where   he   too   like   u/caitlyn2468   had   tried   to   contact   the   dream   survey.  
Now   for   Caitlyn,   the   right   question   was   “Why   should   I   kill   myself”   BUT   Nick  
Crowley   asked   “What   is   the   right   question”   and   still   he   got   the   response   of  
‘Yes   this   is   the   right   question,   9   goeh   5   jit’    (September   5   2020   in   hokkien,   a  
dialect   of   chinese) .   Now   this   is   not   a   Bot   because   bots   would   respond  
immediately   when   the   “right   question”   was   asked   but   we   see   that   in   this  

https://www.reddit.com/r/RBI/comments/gh424g/happy_valley_dreams_survey_update/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share
https://www.reddit.com/r/RBI/comments/gh424g/happy_valley_dreams_survey_update/?utm_medium=android_app&utm_source=share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlbiuLiU9K8


case   the   response   came   hours   after   the   right   question   was   asked.   So   this  
is   definitely   a   person   who's   doing   this   and   not   some   company.   Now  
u/caitlyn2468   has   dmed   me   saying   that   when   she   messaged   the   dream  
survey   person   asking   should   she   kill   herself   on   september   5,   he   “broke  
character”   and   started   talking   normally.   He   started   speaking   about   5  
September   and   related   events. (Also   i   asked   u/September5Survivor   and   he  
claims   he's   not   related   to   this)  
 
EARLIEST   MENTIONS   OF   5/9/20:  
u/September5Survivor   has   been   going   on   about   this   thing   for   about   6  
months…   and   he   himself   told   me   he   “had   dreams”   on   this   from   around   the  
end   of   2019.   But   the   earliest   mention   of   september   5   2020   is   this   video:  
https://youtu.be/G1kv2mvlgKA  
  It   seems   that   this   video   was   also   mentioned   in   a   4chan   post   which   i   am  
unable   to   find.   This   video   is   at   least   3   years   old   from   2016.   Now   this   video  
just   has   “September   5,   2020   matter”   written   with   a   song   playing   the  
background.   Notice   the   word   “matter”.   It   looks   like   the   creator   is   referring   to  
something   related   to   that   date,   and   with   the   developments   these   past   6  
months   I   have   grown   suspicious   of   this   video   and   I   think   the   creator   here   is  
referring   to   the   events   which   are   supposed   to   happen   on   5/9/20   this   year  
   (although   this   just   may   be   wishful   thinking   on   my   part)  
 
Okay   so   now   i'm   ending   this   report,   i   hope   this   clarified   your   doubts   a   little  
but    (although   it   may   have   raised   a   lot   of   questions   too)   
 
 
 
 
UPDATE   (1):  
It   seems   that   u/September5Survivor   has   been   suspended   from   reddit,  
probably   because   he   was   posting   screenshots   of   instagram   accounts  
without   censoring   username   and   saying   “I   hope   (insert   insta   username)   will  
be   safe   on   5   September   2020”.   I'll   update   again   once   he   returns.  

https://youtu.be/G1kv2mvlgKA


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


